Positive Pathways to Encourage Children’s Prosocial Behaviors across Contexts

Introduction

Prosocial behavior develops early, is relatively stable, and is associated with concurrent and prospective positive outcomes (Eisenberg, Guthrie, Murphy, Shepard, Cumberland, & Carlo 1999). Unfortunately, the development of this behavior is difficult for some, with these children being at risk for negative social interactions and difficulties with peer relations (Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 2006). Thus, promoting the development of this behavior in early childhood may allow lifelong benefits.

The parent-child relationship is foundational in the socialization of behavior (Parke & Buriel, 2006). However, the majority of the literature has focused on use of discipline strategies to correct antisocial behavior. This is an important distinction as discouraging negative behavior requires a different strategy than does promoting positive behavior.

The social learning perspective suggests that modeling and reinforcement are effective strategies to increase behaviors (Bandura & McDonald, 1963). The ability for tangible reinforcements to encourage self-sacrificing, low-rate prosocial behaviors has been repeatedly demonstrated in both basic and applied research. For example, Kazdin, Siegel, and Bass (1992) assessed the effectiveness of a behavior modification program for increasing prosocial competence in children with severe antisocial behaviors, and found that parental management training that included special reinforcement contingencies for low-rate prosocial behaviors effectively increased this behavior.

Although one of the benefits of modeling is its independence from the contingencies of emitted behavior (Bandura & McDonald, 1963), the drawback is that the success of modeling depends on orientation to the modeled behavior. For example, Gena, Couloura, and Kymissis (2005) used both video and in-vivo modeling, coupled with praise and external reward, to modify the affective reactions of autistic preschoolers. Interestingly, although these authors found both strategies to be successful in influencing affective responses, with the effects being maintained across scenarios and informants, imitation of modeled behavior did not occur until reinforcement was given for this behavior.

Current Study

Research suggests that the combined use of modeling and reinforcement together is more effective than either strategy alone (Gena et al., 2005). The current study was designed to measure parental modeling and reinforcement as these positive strategies relate to child prosocial behavior in the home and school contexts.

Results

Parent reinforcement was positively associated with parent reports but not teacher reports of child prosocial behavior. In contrast, the relation among parent and child prosocial behavior only approached significance, but evidenced a cross-contextual relationship with child prosocial behavior at school.

Regression analysis investigating interaction among parent prosocial behavior and reinforcement showed a trend for moderation, such that children whose parents engaged in both high levels of prosocial behavior and high levels of reinforcement had the highest levels of feminine prosocial behavior.

Discussion

These findings offer preliminary support for the application of simple, cost-effective, and positive strategies to encourage the development of positive social behaviors across contexts in early childhood.

1. What is the primary information that resulted from this investigation? What are the key take-away points?

Taken together, these findings suggest that reinforcement may be effective for encouraging prosocial behavior in the parent’s presence, whereas modeling may be effective for encouraging this behavior in the parent’s absence (e.g., in the school context). Furthermore, although both modeling and use of positive reinforcement were related to prosocial behavior, use of both strategies was related to the highest levels of prosocial behavior.

2. How can this information be applied to informing or advancing early childhood practices and/or policies?

The results of this research can be readily applied in the creation or modification of interventions to encourage social skills development. These findings are perhaps most salient for children whose low prosociality constrains the ability to reinforce these behaviors. For these children, modeling may encourage prosocial behaviors initially, with subsequent reinforcement helping to sustain behaviors. Additionally, for children who may not orient to modeled social behavior (e.g., autistic children), reinforcement may encourage orientation to modeled behavior, allowing benefits of this technique to be realized (Matson, Matson, & Rivet, 2007; Gena, Couloura, & Kymissis, 2005).